PsJ
ANIMAL WELFARE INITIATIVE
HEALTHY ANIMALS = HEALTHY PEOPLE

e-mail: richit.norton@gmail.com

UPDATE (OCT 2010)
In between the majority of the tough stuff we deal with, there are those things that happen which hearten
and re-energise our efforts (it flags now and again) . . One is the people who support efforts like these and
the other is when you see the improvement in the dogs from of an entire community just from the basic
services we are able to provide, like dipping, de-worming & treating mange.
Just by “doggedly” treating these basic rampant & common diseases, we are able to see a marked
difference in the wellbeing of the majority of dogs in the communities we service after just 6 months.
Here are another three “good news” stories we would like to share with you to bring you closer to what we
are lucky enough to see and do on your behalf.

THEY DO CARE!! . . THEY JUST NEED A BIT OF HELP.
Here is a lovely lady who sells sweets outside a school in PsJ to support herself, her 3 dogs & 3 children.
1 of her dogs got on the wrong end of an angry cow and got a large septic hole in his head as a result.
She loves and cares (as best she can) for her dogs and kids and greatly appreciates the little help we give.

We are seeing a cultural change slowly happening every day.

PERSPECTIVES. (detailed and explicit explanation have been censored!)
Many people have a perception that generally Black people do not care for their animals! Let’s look at this
from another point of view between those that can turn on a hot tap to those that still have to collect water
and wood (on their heads) from rivers and forests to heat it. . . or those that buy a pre-packed P&P cooked
chicken . . and those that rear, slaughter and have to clean their own. . . it is just a different process to the
same end due to different circumstances and culture. I will never forget my early reaction one day when a lady said to

me “The one thing I do not understand about white people is how they care more for their dogs than their children”. Whoa!
I have been privileged enough to be able to see “Animal Welfare” from a rural African perspective now and
understand it a little better. Many Black people DO CARE for their animal’s health & wellbeing a great deal,
just in a more practical “natural” way with far fewer resources. . than those of us who have taken too much
“control” away from nature. Many of us “whities” spoil our animals and our children with excess . . . and if
we look at the result of the “carbon footprint” from those “excesses” . . it is far greater than from the people
who carry wood. Our next generations will live with the consequences from these excesses. . . .
I think. . I will just stick my head further in the sand and help a few more dogs live better lives while I can.

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.” Helen Keller

These dear ladies from Noqhekwana Village now have only 2 dogs where they used to have 5. The one lady came to
thank us for treating and dipping her dogs as her grandchildren now have less rashes or bites from ticks or fleas.

OF LATE. We have had one or two setbacks as we deviated from the “rule book” a bit and got on with what
was needed instead.. . hence autocracy eventually caught up and has hindered the number of sterilisations
we have been able to do until we get approval from the SAVC . Our motorbike was then taken off the road as
the flickers could not handle the roads any more so it now takes longer to get to some of the further
communities. But our two guys arranged and assisted the Dept Vet Services and SPCA to do Rabies
inoculation campaigns combining it with additional primary animal health care in areas they do not cover.
Adequately dealing with the growing number of emergency situations is a source of growing concern.
We have also spent valuable time with
the “James Herriot” of the Transkei.

A “JAMES HERRIOT” UNDER A TREE IN AFRICA

FUNDRAISING RAFFLE.
Sponsored by: Cremorne Holiday Resort
& Outspan Inn. So far we have raised
R7800 from 54 tickets sales. We should be
able to draw the winners early
in the 1st quarter of 2011.

A (Pet Friendly)INVITATION!
Bring your dogs on Holiday !! We work and
play on the wonderful WILDCOAST with our
base in Port st Johns where you can let your
dogs (and kids) run freely on great (safe)
beaches. We would happily arrange/host
your visit especially on a volunteer basis.

Open to all family and friends of PsJ AWI.

We have been very fortunate to be able to utilise, spend time with and learn
from a very experienced Veterinarian who visits PsJ & Lusikisiki once a
month. He once told me that as a student his dream was to be able to work
“Under a tree in Africa”. . he is living his dream and thankfully sharing his
years of experience with others that care to learn from him. Thank You Doc!

"A dog has lots of friends because he wags his tail and not his tongue."

Who financially help make it possible for us to improve the health & wellbeing of a many rural dogs.

LATEST DONORS
AUG

SEPT

Pavilion Pharmacy
Bernie Stevens
Gary Schach
Cremorne Resort (tin)
Anon
Bridgette & Lou
Dieter Thole
Jacquie Heldson
Heather Groenewald
Road show Fundraising

R392
R400
R250
R304
R50
R250
R200
R500
R500
R1400

Magtape dep Anon
Sea Castle Lodge
Anon
Road show fundraising
Jacquie Heldson
Magtape dep Anon
Heather Groenewald

OCT (up to 24th)

R200
R500
R50
R3850
R500
R200
R500

Cremorne Resort (Tin)
Gary Schach
Anon
Simon Konyn
Hill2Hill (Simon Konyn)
Andrew Roy
M. Bezuidenhout
FR DACE DACE

R548
R250
R400
R1000
R2000
R150
R800
R1000

Any omissions are due purely to being “administratively challenged” and not
lack of appreciation. If anyone knows who FR DACE DACE is please let us know.
TOTAL donations over 3 months =R16194
Expenditure R27000
With this we were able to do 21 outreach visits, sterilise 24 and treat 336 dogs for less than R50 per dog.
N.B. Our finances are transparent and available on request via email in excel format.

OUR FINANCIAL SITUATION We have only been operational for 10 months and first wanted to “prove
our worth” before asking for donations. . We have done that !. . now we need to get our finances to balance.
It is slowly improving thanks to the kind souls above but we are still short +- R4000 p.m. Being so far from
anywhere makes it much more difficult but when our NGO no is approved it will open up more opportunities
for funding. Meanwhile these individual donors hold us together. We are extremely proud how far we are
able to “stretch each of your rands” to greatest benefit which is reflected in the amount of dogs we do
manage to treat and assist (see figures in yellow above). Monique Oosthuizen has agreed to join us to assist
with fundraising and admin (thank goodness!) however we are contemplating a 50% cut back of services,
and the 2 staff to a 2 days a week during Nov – Jan, until we are able to raise sufficient to cover our running
costs of +-R9300 p.m... BUT ITS EARLY DAYS YET . .THANK YOU to all those that are keeping us running!

Good News Story from last month
Rescued from main road
In the morning.

Six hours later after being
loved and overhauled.

Adopted by her new family THE SAME DAY.

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to
What lies within us”
Acc: PsJ Animal Welfare Initiative, Standard Bank PsJ branch of Mthatha West, acc. no 061047562 b.c. 052621
P.O. Box 270 Port st Johns p.c. 5120 Add: Stand no 231 Main st Port st Johns NPO pending
Interim Committee: Mr. R.C. Norton, Dr. C. Tinashe, Mr. V. Richards, Mr I. Kunya, Mrs. M. Lumko, Ms. S. Gandy, Mrs. M. Oosthuizen.

